MOTIONS SUMMARY
8TH MEETING OF THE MONTREAL COALITION FOR PAID INTERNSHIPS
SEPTEMBER 29TH, 2018 (1PM)
AGENDA
0. Opening
0.1 Note taking and animation
0.2 Roundtable
1. Agenda proposal
1.1 Reminder of the Coalition’s principles
2. Follow-ups and summary
2.1 Journal Committee (Journal «L’Invisible»)
2.2 External relations Committee
2.3 Preparation of school year and Training day
2.4 Communications
2.5 Action plan
3. Assembly motions
3.1 November 1st 2018
3.2 November 21st 2018
4. Coalition’s structure (asked by participants at the Coalition’s last meeting)
5. Next meeting

COALITION’S PRINCIPLES
«For the structure of the Montreal’s Coalition, that the following principles be reaffirmed:
That the preferred mode of decision-making is consensus;
That Montreal’s Coalition is a place of coordination and organization, which implies taking
charge of the work that results from all the decisions made by the people present during the
decision-making process.»

TRAINING COMMITTEE AND NOVEMBER 1ST
«That the «November 1st Committee» be abolished and that the press conference organized in
Montreal on November 1st to announce the ultimatum given to the government be canceled.
That the efforts of Montreal’s Coalition be focused towards the creation of a "mobilization and
training tour committee" whose priority is mobilization outside Montreal. One of the objectives of
this committee will be to promote the adoption of the action plan leading to the unlimited general
strike of internships in the winter of 2019.»

People interested: Bruno, Nicholas, Kassie, Charles-Antoine, Emmanuelle,
David, Éloi, Dylan, Alexandra, Flavie, Louis-Thomas, Alexandre, Sandrine

NOVEMBER 21ST
«That a day of decentralised actions be favored for the General Interns Strike scheduled for
November 21st, 2018.»

«In the event of a strike day on November 21st, that cegeps plan to hold a strategic meeting for
interns on strike that day;
That this meeting has for purpose to discuss the unlimited general strike of internships as well
as the practicalities to ensure in order to allow interns to participate in discussions and in the
decision-makings affecting themselves.»

INTER-REGIONAL STRUCTURE
«That prior to Regional Coalition meetings, a broad invitation be issued to the email lists of all
Regional Coalitions;
That after each meeting of the Regional Coalitions, the minutes of these meetings be shared
with the other regional coalitions;
That, through Skype, meetings be held between Regional Coalitions and other individuals or
groups that are organized outside Regional Coalitions for the remuneration of all internships;
That these meetings be organized on a frequent and regular basis, approximately every three
weeks;
That this space be used to distribute information and materials produced by regional coalitions
or elsewhere;
That this space is not used for decision-making purposes;
That at each end of the regional coalitions meeting be determined the persons mandated to
attend skype meetings;
That the composition of this delegation varies at each inter-regional meeting;
That the delegation of each regional coalition has a minimum of two persons and include at
most one cis man;
That prior to the inter-regional meetings, the invitation to participate in this meeting should be
announced on all the e-mail lists of the Regional Coalitions and activists outside Montreal;
That, at each inter-regional meeting, minutes be taken and shared on the email lists of all
Regional Coalitions.

That this preliminary proposal be forwarded to all Regional Coalitions and activists organized
out of regional coalitions for paid internships in order to initiate a discussion on this functioning
method and to give them the opportunity to criticize, improve or reject it;
That this proposal lapses in the event that the other regional coalitions or non-Coalition activists
do not agree with this mode of coordination and organization;
That the Montreal Coalition mandate a provisional delegation in the event that the proposal is
adopted as is by the other regional Coalitions and non-Coalition activists and that an
inter-regional meeting could be held before the next meeting of Montreal’s Coalition.»
Task allocation: Camille MB will send the proposed structure to Quebec,
Sherbrooke’s coalition, Outaouais’ coalition and Chicoutimi.
Provisional delegation: Amélie Poirier and Bruno Le Héritte

NEXT MEETING
That the next meeting be held between October 29th and November 2nd 2018;
Task allocation: That the CUTE-UdeM take charge of organizing the next
meeting.

